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ABSTRACT
Given the scale at which online harassment occurs, researchers

and practitioners alike have turned to computationally driven ap-

proaches to address it. However, because harassment is highly con-

textual and personal, designing effective solutions to this problem

can be extremely challenging. This paper examines howharassment-

mitigation systems studied in human-computer interaction (HCI)

consider victim-centered principles in their design. Through a

scoping literature review and close reading of 17 papers, we con-

tribute—(1) a characterization of how novel and existing systems

consider victims’ identity characteristics, definitions of harassment,

and preferred strategies for dealing with harassment; (2) challenges

faced by the systems along these dimensions to surface limitations,

gaps, and tensions; (3) practical recommendations for researchers,

designers, and practitioners to overcome these challenges. In doing

so, we offer potential new directions to positively design compu-

tational approaches to addressing online harassment with victim-

centered principles in mind.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online harassment is an ongoing challenge for online platforms.

Formally defined, online harassment is targeted, interpersonal vio-

lence “where the victim believes that they have been harmed by one

or more individuals” [69, 115]. In 2021, 41% of adults in the United

States reported experiencing some form of online harassment [1].

Online harassment disproportionately affects marginalized groups,

such as women, people of color, and LGBT+ people [33, 46, 98, 109].

From isolated instances of offensive name-calling to coordinated

harassment campaigns such as #Gamergate, there is a pressing need

to stop and address the negative consequences of online harass-

ment [1, 51, 103, 109].

In response, researchers and technologists have turned to com-

putational approaches to address harassment [40] and its dispropor-

tionate impacts [31, 56, 58, 104]. These are technological systems,

tools, or affordances that scaffold and automate the work of han-

dling online harassment prevention and mitigation [e.g., 19, 24].

For example, many Reddit moderators use AutoModerator, a tool

that uses moderators’ custom rules to automatically review and flag

content [55]. These approaches offer scalable mechanisms through

which users, moderators, and victims can address the harm done

by perpetrators of online harassment.

State-of-the-art computational approaches must contend with

two tensions in design and implementation: making headway on

the challenges of scale and mitigation while also centering victims

and their unique experiences with harassment. Victim-centered

approaches for harassment have recently emerged because of user-

centered design and moral imperatives to redress those harmed,

especially when experiences are differential [11, 50, 92, 115]. Dif-

ferent personal identity characteristics change a potential victim’s

risk and vulnerability to harassment [44]. Qualitative research high-

lights how victims have varying definitions of harassment [12] and

preferences for addressing it [92, 115]. Meanwhile, many factors

contribute to errors in the identification and management of online

harassment: technical challenges in automatically and accurately

recognizing toxic interactions [21], narrow conceptualizations of

what counts as abuse [11, 60], inability to parse cultural context in

text [22, 46], and opaque ‘blackbox’ systems of moderation [15]. In

short, online harassment is socially, culturally, and politically con-

tingent in ways that require contextualization and care to combat

and address the harm done to victims.
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Therefore, we ask: to what extent do computational research

approaches to address online harassment alignwith victim-centered

principles for redressing harm? To do so, we conduct a scoping

literature review and close analysis of 17 research publications that

build and evaluate computational approaches that address online

harassment in human-computer interaction (HCI) research. Scoping

reviews are focused literature reviews on newer and emergent

topics in research. Instead of meta-review synthesis that is only

possible through large corpus, scoping reviews in nascent research

areas are powerful tools to understand trends, identify gaps, and

clarify crucial concepts [3, 80], mirroring similar approaches in

HCI and beyond [17, 61, 102]. Although concerns about online

harassment are as old as the Internet, there is not yet consensus

about how computational approaches can address those concerns—

we believe anti-harassment technology innovation and research is

happening rapidly and warrants further study and reflection, given

its connection to design and praxis [97]. To ensure that victim-

centered approaches that are important to design are materializing

in our systems, the methods of a scoping review best afford the

close consideration, evaluation and care required to achieve our

research objectives [11, 92].

Drawing from prior work on online harassment [12, 44, 115] to

focus on three key dimensions, we take an inductive, qualitative

approach in analyzing our corpus of research publications to answer

the following research questions:

• RQ1. How do computational approaches account for how

identity traits affect experiences of harassment?

• RQ2. How do computational approaches incorporate users’

definitions of harassment?

• RQ3. How do computational approaches incorporate users’

preferences on how to cope and address harassment?

Our results show a growing trend toward computational systems

adopting a victim-centered approach to addressing harm. Systems

research acknowledges variable risks faced by users from marginal-

ized groups, and implicitly accounts for identity characteristics

during their design processes. However, translating findings about

unique identity traits from formative studies to implementation is

sometimes unclear. Due to the platform constraints of systems, we

find a gulf between how victims report incidents and how they are

classified (i.e., determined whether incidents are indeed cases of

harassment); this leads to systems struggling to incorporate users’

varying definitions of harassment. Promisingly, we also find ex-

amples of systems that explore opportunities to reduce this gulf

[52, 56, 77]. Our analysis also highlights five key strategies for re-

course post-harassment and how these strategies can effectively

leverage community-building.

Building on our findings, we discuss how future work can center

the victim as the key stakeholder and user of systems to handle

harassment. We outline guiding principles to ground future systems

design work, such as clearly stating who the intended users are,

their needs, and how they relate to users’ identities. Finally, we

emphasize opportunities to develop technologies and tools that

leverage social sharing, collaboration, and community to address

harassment.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we provide an overview of online harassment and

the distinct challenge the scale at which it occurs poses; the key

layers of nuance that complicate online harassment as a domain to

design computational systems for; and current approaches in place.

2.1 Online harassment and harm at scale
Online harassment remains a prevalent concern, with a 2021 Pew

survey of U.S. adults revealing that 41% of survey respondents had

personally experienced at least some form of online harassment

[1]. While the survey focused on six forms of harassment, online

harassment can cover many activities that result in harm to an indi-

vidual [4, 32, 33, 76, 77], potentially leading to adverse behavior [70]

within discussions. Following Xiao et al. [115], we draw on Krug

et al. [69]’s broader definition of online harassment as targeted,

interpersonal violence, “where the victim believes they have been

harmed by one or more individuals” [115]. Although ‘harassment’

suggests repeated behaviors, our definition does not, as a single

instance of harassment could be uniquely devastating to someone;

we simply focus on interpersonal instances where individuals ex-

perience harm online. A broader definition gives space for the fact

that different individuals might have different definitions of online

harassment and harm, as described in §2.2.

Bad behaviors are not a uniquely online phenomenon, but prior

work highlights how the global nature of the Internet and the scale

and reach of interactions exacerbate them [40]. Indeed, the rate

at which online harassment and harm occur leads to the crucial

tension between scale and personal care of victims, which is a fo-

cal point of this work. The experience of online harassment can

result in emotional distress and, in some extreme cases, self-harm

for victims [109]. Because of scale, computational approaches have

become critical in dealing with online harassment through automa-

tion [55, 62]. At the same time, the ways that technologies function

at scale often mean they are inadequate for handling diverse and

complex human interactions with care because they typically stan-

dardize as they take in inputs [41, 93, 107]. In the following sections,

we describe how context and nuance are critical to adequately deal-

ing with online harassment, highlighting why this tendency for

standardization in scaling technologies is particularly troubling in

this case (§2.2), and give an overview of current approaches for

dealing with online harassment (§2.3).

2.2 Context and nuance in identifying and
handling harassment

A critical concern with online harassment is how it may exacerbate

existing inequalities and reflect societal prejudices. In particular,

prior work highlights that individuals in minority groups dispropor-

tionately are victims of online harassment [26, 33, 91, 98, 105, 109].

Women, for example, are much likelier to experience sexual ha-

rassment online than men [1] because of toxic technocultures [78];

online communities centered around minority identities find them-

selves engaging in additional work to keep their spaces safe [26].

A qualitative study of Xbox Live gamers [44] lays out how Black

female gamers are subjected to racialized sexism by other gamers,

who linguistically profile them as Black and female through the

voice feature of the gaming platform. Blackwell et al. [11] state that
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“abuse mitigation practices must ultimately protect and be informed

by those who are most vulnerable, or the people who historically

experience structural oppression.” Thus, the kinds of characteristics

about users that others glean online with harmful intent are of

particular interest in this study. While user characteristics could
cover a wide range of possible traits (e.g., someone who likes HCI),

we focus on those that intersect with identity categories that are

likely to make individuals more vulnerable to and marginalized by

harassment, such as race, gender, age, religion, or nationality. This

approach aligns with prior work from scholars like Jhaver et al.

[56, 58], Blackwell et al. [10, 11, 12], and Schoenebeck et al. [92].

Therefore, our first research question focuses on how systems take

into consideration these kinds of key user characteristics:

RQ1. How do computational approaches account
for the ways that identity traits affect experi-
ences of harassment?

The role of identity characteristics in the kind of harassment peo-

ple experience highlights how cases of online harassment require

nuance, context, and care to address. One challenge for computa-

tional approaches is the fact that individuals may have different

perspectives and sensibilities about what constitutes online harass-

ment. Similarly, different spaces may shape different interpreta-

tions of harassment, given their topic and scale. This is further

complicated by dominant narratives of online harassment. Black-

well et al. [12] describe how some users “felt their harassment

experiences did not fall within ‘typical’ expectations of what on-

line harassment looks like, or even who is harassed online.” As

a result, victims may self-censor or downplay their experiences

of online harassment. However, victims can benefit from sharing

their experiences of online harassment when these experiences

are validated by others [12]. Although it is critical for systems to

recognize the diverse range of definitions of online harassment,

the challenge with computational approaches is, unsurprisingly,

sufficiently parsing and incorporating human and societal context

and nuance [21, 22, 59, 60]. The vast amount of work that trains

machine learning and deep learning models with large, annotated

datasets to predict whether certain content is likely to be consid-

ered as harassment [e.g., 5, 16, 27, 81, 108, 113] can achieve high

accuracy within this task by identifying large-scale patterns and

phenomena of harm on different platforms. However, the reliance

on algorithmic representations and abstractions of these approaches

requires them to extract and compress the nuanced, complex con-

texts around individual users’ experience of harm into quantitative

data points [17]. Indeed, researchers in the growing sub-field of

Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning

(FATML) and human centered machine learning (HCML) highlight

how many computational approaches fail to parse and incorporate

context sufficiently and instead perpetuate undesirable and harm-

ful societal dynamics [2, 7, 17, 23, 46, 85, 111, 112]. As a result, our

second research question focuses on definitions:

RQ2. How do computational approaches incor-
porate users’ definitions of harassment?

However, even accounting for variations in identity characteris-

tics and definitions, individuals may still have distinct preferences

for how to cope with, and repair, the harm done [79, 87, 92, 109, 115].

For example, Schoenebeck et al. [92] suggest that different victims

(of online harassment) may have different preferences for repara-

tions and actions against the harassing online content. Similarly,

a study examining adolescents’ needs in addressing online harass-

ment notes the importance of multiple stakeholders to support

adolescent victims and lay out a variety of potential actions that

victims felt were useful in addressing particular needs [115]. How-

ever, not every victim needed or wanted every action that others

did. Given the multiple needs and potential paths to dealing with

harassment noted by (potential) victims in research, our third re-

search question focuses on these user preferences about how to

address harassment:

RQ3. How do computational approaches incor-
porate users’ preferences on how to cope and ad-
dress harassment?

Through these research questions, we focus on three critical

aspects that shape how online harassment plays out: (identity)

characteristics that put people at variable levels of risk of harass-

ment, definitions of harassment, and preferences for repair. In doing

so, we center the perspective of the victim of online harassment as

the “user” of these systems and the key stakeholders in our analyses.

This is because when harassment does occur, sufficiently addressing

the harassment means meeting the needs of victims.

2.3 Current responses to addressing online
harassment

Current approaches and prior work focus on three main levels at

which online harassment is dealt with: (1) the individual user, (2)

communities and groups, and (3) platforms.
1
The individual user is

the most basic unit that might act in relation to online harassment, a

fact that is built into many social computing platforms. For example,

Crawford and Gillespie [20] note the increasingly ubiquitous pres-

ence of the ‘flagging’ mechanism on social media platforms, which

rely on individual users to report bad behavior and content. The

‘flag’ reflects a broader pattern of relying on end-users of platforms

to report cases of harassment to platforms that host the interaction

in the face of scalar concerns.

Community-driven approaches are similarly distributive but

move beyond individuals to focus on groups. At this group level, ad-

dressing online harassment is often a coordinated effort. Prior work

examines the massive amounts of labor volunteer teams perform

to moderate content [45, 73, 95], the community-driven tools and

strategies to combat anti-social behaviors [39, 55], and the dynam-

ics of self-governance within and across those groups [9, 35, 49, 71].

While a great deal of this moderation work involves the basic act

of reporting/removing content [45], group-level approaches to han-

dling online harassment also involve deliberation [9], juried voting

[29], and processes to handle conflict between individuals [63] and

repairing harm [100].

A limitation of both the individual and community-based strate-

gies are the affordances of the platform itself [6]. While not all digi-

tal spaces where online harassment occurs are platforms, many of

themost prevalent spaces today are. Thus, individual and community-

based strategies are often ultimately subject to critical decisions

1
For an example of a multi-level model for thinking about online governance, see

Jhaver et al. [57].
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made by the platform [78]. The platform-level approach for address-

ing online harassment can primarily be seen in the algorithmic tools

and filtering they deploy and the commercial content moderation

workers they hire. However, as we have discussed, many auto-

mated tools fail to incorporate nuanced context and experience

of harm and instead perpetuate undesirable and harmful societal

dynamics [2, 7, 17, 22, 23, 46, 85, 111, 112]. They also fail to capture

strategies individuals develop to subvert algorithms [18] or at times

flag otherwise innocuous content and punishing users unfairly

[99]. Meanwhile, investigations of commercial content moderation

have raised serious ethical concerns about the traumatizing and

exploitative nature of the work [89].

We see that as the phenomenon of harassment occurs at un-

fathomable scales [40], it draws in a complex ecosystem of social

and technical actors at multiple levels of organization (individual,

group, system). At each level, computational approaches and sys-

tems scaffold and automate human attempts to identify and handle

online harassment, from reporting systems to end-user tools to

platform algorithms. However, in doing so, scale transforms the
problem of online harassment [107]: harassment becomes a series

of flagged posts, reported comments, images, and cases to review,

or filtered messages. In other words, an occurrence of harassment is

flattened into a single instance like all others, which must be dealt

with. Seaver [93] deftly describes how scale and care in the design

of algorithms are often seen as in opposition with one another

because of the uniformization of otherwise nuanced, contextual

inputs.

However, Seaver [93] also argues that re-orienting the relation-

ship between the two can generate new possibilities for our tech-

nological futures. In this work, we follow this call by evaluating

existing computational tools proposed by researchers in light of the

kind of care and nuance that is required to identify new opportu-

nities for computational approaches to address online harassment

and support victims of online harassment. To this end,we focus on
computationally-driven approaches that describe systems,
tools, and other technological mechanisms that interface
with victims as we center them as users. While these approaches

vary widely in their degree of technical sophistication, we note that

this means we do not include a very large body of machine learning

(ML) and natural language processing (NLP) work that seeks to

improve the algorithmic accuracy in detection of harassment [see

60].

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
We conducted a scoping literature review to closely evaluate HCI

publications that either present new computational approaches or

evaluate existing ones that address online harassment. A scoping

review [3, 28, 80, 82] is a literature review approach that produces

a deep overview of previous research about a nascent domain, but

refrains from judging the quality or weight of evidence provided by

individual papers. Research in interventions for combating harass-

ment are newer to HCI—given the emerging nature of this space, a

scoping literature review is, therefore, an effective and ideal method-

ology to map out the existing strategies that have been adopted by

researchers to address online harassment, identify gaps, and high-

light directions for future research. Further, a scoping review allows

us to integrate the sensitivity of victim-centered approaches into

our analysis as a first-order concern while research is still develop-

ing and provide guidance while the area is still newer. Analytical

approaches to reviews in HCI are common [102] and the ability

to conduct closer reads on the conceptual decisions of research

papers enables us to take a step back and identify opportunities for

redirection.

Because different types of reviews serve different purposes, their

outcomes also have different marks of rigor [43]. A common review

type is a systematic literature review, which are evaluated based

on their exhaustiveness and attempts to objectively synthesize

a large body of research [43, 102]. HCI has many systematic re-

views [102], including ones on health and online communities [37],

reflection [8], and the sharing economy [25].
2
Scoping reviews, on

the other hand, aim to “identify [the] nature and extent of research

evidence” within a pre-determined scope [43]. In HCI, scoping

reviews examine trends across research papers, such as ethics prac-

tices in SIGCHI [83] and human-drone interaction [47]. Although

scoping reviews have no requirements for the size of the eviden-

tiary basis, they do prioritize that the searching process be rigorous

and analysis chosen to suit the research questions [3, 43]. Below

we describe the scoping literature review process, overview the

resulting data, and outline the analytical approach.

3.1 Scoping Literature Review Search
Wenext outline our processes for searching for potential manuscripts

for inclusion. We follow the Preferred Reporting Items for System-

atic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for scoping literature

reviews (PRISMA-ScR) [75, 106] to identify and filter candidate

papers.

3.1.1 Database and Search Boolean. We searched for research pa-

pers from the ACM Digital Library and the IEEE Digital Library,

the two largest associations for HCI, computer-supported coop-

erated work, and computer science. Since the key element of our

literature scope was computationally-driven approaches that
describe systems, tools, and other technological mechanisms
that interface with victims, these two libraries with extensive

coverage of HCI literature were deemed appropriate choices. Our

most recent search was conducted on February 1st, 2024.

ACM Digital

Library

Abstract: (“online”) ANDAbstract: (“harassment” “toxic”

“moderation”) AND (“system” “tool” “platform” )

IEEE Digital

Library

("Abstract":"online" AND ("Abstract":"toxic" OR "Ab-

stract":"moderation" OR "Abstract":"harassment") AND

("Abstract": “system” OR "Abstract": “tool” OR "Ab-

stract":“platform” )

Table 1: The search booleans used in each library database to
get an initial set of potential papers to include in the litera-
ture review.

Our search booleans were iteratively developed to focus on harm

that happens online and results that include computational ap-

proaches, then expanding our search to include different types of

online harm and approaches. Specifically, we first started by con-

ducting a preliminary search for “online harassment system” within

2
Wehighly recommend the recentwork of Stefanidi et al. [102], which comprehensively

covers reviews in HCI using, of course, a systematic review.
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Figure 1: Details on publication venue, year of publication and online platform for the 17 papers that are included in our corpus

the titles of publications. With this search, we evaluated the rele-

vance of results from the first page and iteratively added potential

new keyword phrases, such as “toxic” and “tool”, and expanded

the search on the abstracts of publications. We then iteratively

expanded and modified our boolean search term and carefully eval-

uated the relevance of the results by using a few articles which we

considered good examples of the type of studies we wanted to con-

duct a scoping review of, until our search term returned all the seed

publications. We excluded terms such as “model” and “detection”

because the search results from these terms are mostly machine

learning approaches that are out of the scope of this review because

they do not interface with the victims. The final search booleans

for each digital library were consistent and are shown in Table 1.

The search boolean for the ACM Digital Library resulted in

599 results, and 166 results from the IEEE Digital Library. After

deduplicating and filtering the results to include peer-reviewed,

full-scale archival journal and conference publications (eliminating

workshops, non-archival posters, doctoral consortia, etc.), our initial

set contained 561 full papers (401 from ACM and 160 from IEEE).

3.1.2 Filtering strategy and elimination. Next, we filtered this set

of 561 papers by screening the full text. We include all studies that

present, examine, and/or evaluate novel and existing computational

approaches (technological systems, tools, designed affordances)

for addressing online harassment. More specifically, we included

studies that fulfilled the following criteria:

(1) the computational approach described should address ha-

rassment or toxic behavior on an online platform;

(2) the paper either describes the design and evaluation of a new

computational approach OR provides a descriptive review

or evaluation of an existing approach;

(3) the computational approach described should interface with

a victim as the user; in other words, approaches that only

detect toxic content or predict whether a post is going to be

toxic or not were excluded;

(4) the approach that the paper describes should provide the

users some form of recourse/intervention measures against

the harassment

The first two criteria reflect the focus of this project on compu-
tational approaches, or various technological systems, tools, and

designed affordances that are meant to address online harassment.
Notably, we excluded papers that looked exclusively at the detection

of online harassment, such as detecting toxicity or hate speech. A

rich body of related work has focused on developing improved ma-

chine learning classifiers to better detect offensive or toxic content

or content considered harassment [60], some of which has reached

high accuracy [e.g., 5, 16, 27, 81, 108, 113]. However, when we at-

tempted to include model development, we bifurcated our dataset

and analysis because the papers were not comparable. Finally, our

focus is on holistic processes of how computational systems are
designed and support the end user who is a potential victim of online

harassment. This is reflected in our third and fourth criteria, which

focus on computational approaches that involve the victim as the

user in addressing online harassment. After identifying papers to

screen in, we conducted a manual backward citation search [30, 84]

to identify additional relevant papers. We then applied our filtering

strategy to these articles as well. After this round of elimination, we

were left with 17 papers, which we used for the analysis presented

in this study.

3.1.3 Data. To contextualize the findings, we provide a descriptive
overview of the 17 papers in our corpus (Figure 1). All papers in

our corpus have been published since 2016, suggesting a recent but

growing interest in tackling online harassment through computa-

tional approaches that interface with victims-as-users. These papers

have mostly been published in HCI venues such as CSCW (5) and

CHI (7), and describe systems and approaches deployed on social

media platforms like Twitter (3), gaming platforms like League of

Legends (3), and online community platforms like Reddit (3). In one

special case, the tool is not deployed on any particular platform but

rather functions and was tested as a standalone tool that can be

added to any major social computing platform [114]. Three of the

systems are not deployed and evaluated on the existing platforms

but only evaluated in experimental conditions [42, 88, 101]. Table 2

provides a brief overview of the system developed to combat online

harassment, which is the paper’s subject.

3.2 Analytical approach
Our review of work on online harassment emphasized the impor-

tance of centering victims, leading to our three research questions
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Blocklists Geiger [39], 
Jhaver et al. [58] 

Im et al. [52]

Jhaver et al. [56]

Chandrasekharan 
et al. [19]

Jhaver et al. [55]

Kou [64],
Kou and Gui [65],
Kou and Gui [66]

Wright et al. [114]

System Papers Overview of SystemPlatform

Twitter

A short description of the system designed to address 
online harassment that is discussed in the paper

Which platform 
was studied?

References which 
discuss this system

...to tackle online 
harassment

Crossmod Reddit

Filterbuddy Youtube

Automod Reddit

Moderation tools 
on Twitch

Twitch

AI-based toxicity 
classification 
system

League of 
Legends

RECAST NA

Squadbox EmailMahar et al. [77]

GLHF pledge and 
Anykey badge

TwitchBrewer et al. [14]

Seering et al. 
[95]

Sultana et al. 
[104]

Unmochon

The papers discuss how blocklists, which provides a list of accounts 
known to have engaged in a particular type of toxic online behavior, are 
curated and maintained, and the purpose that they serve for users.

Presents Crossmod, an ML-based moderation system for Reddit, which 
uses an ensemble of classifiers trained on different sub-
reddits. It allows users (moderators) to specify a config file to configure 
criteria for auto-removing or flagging posts and comments. 

Presents Filterbuddy, a word filter tool for Youtube content creators, 
which supports greater automation to filter out toxic comments, provides 
previews of comments that will be caught by a filter, allows users to share 
and import categories of filters.

Describes Automod, a configurable and automated moderation pro-
gram for Reddit, which allows moderators to specify rules, in YAML 
format and using regular expressions, to automatically remove content

Explores the effectiveness of moderator tools such as slow mode, 
subscriber-only mode, and R9K (restricting messages of less than 9 
characters) mode on the prevalance of spam messages in the Twitch chat. 

Describes an automated classification system which punishes League of 
Legends players for toxic behavior, partially based on users’ inputs. The 
papers discuss the type of explanations sought by penalized players 
[56], how players’ behavior changes once penalized [56], and the per-
ceived effectiveness of the system in addressing online toxicity [57].

Presents Recast, a platform agnostic tool, which analyzes the toxicity of 
a users’ input to a textbox in realtime, highlights the offensive words, 
and provides suggestions for alternative words which are deemed less 
Presents Squadbox, a friendsourced moderation tool for email clients. It 
allows users to assign a “squad” of trusted individuals to moderate 
messages to their inbox. Squadbox automatically tags and summarizes 
messages, provides word- or sender-based filters, and supports 
customizable workflows for dealing with harassing messages.

Discusses the design of the GLHF pledge, a code of conduct pledge to 
foster an inclusive online community and not engage in toxic online 
behaviors. Pledgers were given the AnyKey badge. Pledge violators had 
their badge revoked. The paper discusses the impact of the pledge and 
the badge in fostering a healthy online community.  

Sig Twitter Presents Sig, a chrome extension which computes toxicity and 
misinformation from post histories of Twitter accounts. This information 
is then augmented to an account’s profiles, in the form of flags. Users 
can adjust the criteria used for flagging accounts. 

Presents Unmochon, a browser plugin designed for Bangladeshi women, 
which helps victims authenticate instances of harassment while protect-
ing their own identity for seeking justice, and share the anonymized 
evidence in a public Facebook group to shame the perpetrators.

Facebook
Messenger

ModSandbox RedditSong et al. [101]

Goyal et al. [42]Tool for female 
journalists and 
activists

Presents ModSandbox, a sandbox system which allows testing of new 
automated moderation rules for Reddit’s Automod with an emphasis on 
better reducing the number of false positives and false negatives 
a tool that can help female journalists and activists to document and 
report online harssment by automatically aggregating data from platform 
through platform APIs, and allowing users to share reports of evidence

Facebook
Messenger

In-game tools GamesReid et al. [88] Evaluates the design of six in-game tools based on four support 
strategies identified---social support, positivity and mood improvement, 
burden relief and control (over how to deal with harassers).

Table 2: Overview of the 17 papers that were included in our corpus. The system names in bold indicate that the papers present
a newly developed system.

around user identity, user definitions, and user preferences. To an-

swer our research questions, we collaboratively developed a rubric

to guide our analysis and close reading of each paper. Two of the

authors conducted a qualitative coding of the 17 research papers.

During the qualitative analysis process, the two authors met with

the rest of the research team to iteratively refine the rubric and

analysis. We used an inductive thematic approach to analyze our

data [13, 30]. Through iterative discussions among all authors, we

analyzed and summarized the codes to develop our findings. Below,

we describe how our close readings and qualitative analysis was

operationalized for each RQ:

3.2.1 RQ1: User identity and personal traits. To answer RQ1, we

developed two codes: (1A) does the design of the computational ap-

proach explicitly consider users’ unique characteristics? (1B) what

methods are used by the researchers and designers of the approach
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that enable them to consider users’ unique characteristics? Because

work on existing tools does not necessarily detail a design rationale

or process, seven papers in our corpus presented novel systems

or tools to evaluate how computational approaches take into ac-

count how identity or personal traits may impact how individuals

experience online harassment.

3.2.2 RQ2: User definitions of harassment. To answer RQ2, we

created four codes initially to understand how computational ap-

proaches offer users mechanisms of input on what counts as harass-

ment (2A,2B), and how these inputs are processed by the mecha-
nisms of classification that label what is harassment (2C,2D): (2A)

what is the process through which the systems receives input on

whether a harassing or harmful action or interaction that has oc-

curred? (2B) who is involved in providing this input? (2C) what is

the process through which the system classifies whether an action

or interaction is harassment? (2D) who is involved in performing

this classification? We coded these by examining the description of

the system presented in the paper.

This first step suggested that mechanisms of input and classifica-

tion are often distinct and misaligned. Thus, we used the codes from

the first step to develop two further codes: (2E) how aligned the

two mechanisms (of input and classification) are in the sense that

they converge or diverge on what counts as harassment; and (2F)

how removed the two mechanisms are from one another, whether

through transparency or communication of the agents involved.

Together, these codes (2A-2F) structure insight into how computa-

tional approaches may fail to incorporate user definitions of what

constitutes harassment.

3.2.3 RQ3: Preferences for addressing harassment. To answer RQ3,

we code the papers in our corpus along two dimensions: (3A) after

an interaction is considered harassment (or in violation of norms of

the online community), what action does the system take against

the content and perpetrator/violator? and (3B) how is the victim

involved in determining what action should be taken against the

perpetrator? By mapping out and evaluating the range of currently

used strategies, these codes help us answer RQ3—how computa-

tional approaches envision and constrain the ways users who have

faced online harassment can play a role in how to seek recourse.

4 FINDINGS
In evaluating the corpus of 17 research papers, we underscore how

current thinking about using computational systems (mis)alignwith

the needs of victims that research on online harassment highlights.

4.1 How are the variable level of risks faced by
different types of users taken into account?

Ten studies [14, 19, 42, 52, 56, 77, 88, 101, 104, 114] describe and

evaluate novel computational approaches, and the remaining do

not. Those that do not study novel approaches do not include a

description of the design process and thus do not allow us to analyze

whether the designers considered variable risks faced by users from

different identities. Therefore, here we dive deeply into these ten

studies.

Nine out of the ten studies specifically cited concerns of inclusion

and safety and/or the disproportionate harms marginalized groups

face in the motivating framing of their work (1A). One example of

this is Brewer et al. [14], which presents a strong activist stance in

the motivation for their work: “we align ourselves with other design

activists who value an explicit orientation to social justice goals,

place marginalized people at the center of design, and take a decided

stance on the pressing issues of our day.” Similarly, other studies

[42, 56, 77, 88, 114] describe seeking to center the needs of minor-

ity groups who are often at significant risk for online harassment,

echoing the call to action in Blackwell et al. [11]. To do so, with

the exception of Brewer et al. [14], Reid et al. [88], all the studies

in our corpus thoughtfully undertook formative qualitative studies

and/or iteratively tested the designs of their novel tool; in contrast,

Brewer et al. [14] was informed by prior community-engaged ef-

forts (1B), and tools designed in Reid et al. [88] were inspired by

previous research in the space Formative studies used interviews

and open-ended surveys, which were methodologically and rhetori-

cally central to identifying the needs of users who dealt with online

harassment. This initial step enabled researcher-designers to refine

the specifications of their computational approach. For example, Im

et al. [52] conducted a smaller-scale pilot study of the system with

13 individuals, enabling the researchers to identify “issues that were

crucial to cover for the final study” such as users’ concerns about

tool transparency. Similarly, Goyal et al. [42] conducted a focus

group with 9 individuals, enabling researchers to have a deep un-

derstanding of these individuals’ experience of online harassment

before, during, and after it happens, and identify the lack of support

for documenting evidence of the harm as the main challenge these

individuals experience.

Despite this, we also observe that a given tool’s implementation

often does not clearly connect back to the stated motivations to

center victims. The text of many studies did not explicitly discuss

what or how the needs of marginalized individuals are met by

their tool, even if the design itself was thoughtfully motivated by

concerns of risks faced by marginalized groups (1B). In some cases,

it was unclear from the description of the design rationale whether

and how the characteristics of target groups were implemented

into the system design. For instance, Mahar et al. [77] acknowledge

that “certain groups such as young adults, women, and those who

identify as LGBTQ” are more likely to face online harassment, and

the participants they recruit for their formative study comprise

primarily of women or non-binary individuals; yet how the needs

determined through the formative study for the design of Squadbox
relate to the identities of these individuals are not clearly outlined.

Similar work in HCI/CSCW has found this misalignment between

the self-stated intentions of researchers and the actualization of

these commitments in methodology [17].

On the other hand, a positive example is Sultana et al. [104],

which used a combination of 91 survey responses and 43 in-depth

interviews with Bangladeshi women. These interviews led to Unmo-
chon, a tool to help combat online sexual harassment on Facebook

Messenger. The extensive work done in the pre-design stage makes

clear how Unmochon is rooted in the needs, concerns, and prefer-

ences of women in Bangladesh who experience harassment. Unmo-
chon’s design to specifically combat sexual harassment is directly

connected to survey responses reporting unwanted and threaten-

ing messages that were distinctly gendered (e.g., requesting nudes,

repetitively asking for marriage, threatening sexual violence, and so
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on). Similarly, Goyal et al. [42] uses a combination of focus groups

and in-depth interviews with female journalists and activists to

understand their experience of online harassment and how their oc-

cupational demands leaves them particularly vulnerable. They then

designed a tool to specifically address those needs—to document

and report the evidence of harm. Features of this tool are directly

linked and connected to insights the researchers have learned in

the early interview phase.

In contrast to the approaches adopted by Sultana et al. [104] and

Goyal et al. [42], many studies design computational approaches

envisioned to be used generally while also attempting to center the

needs of the most vulnerable in shaping their design. Consequently,

a disconnect between the motivation and execution through the

design pipeline may emerge due to imprecisions or ambiguities

about how specific needs or risks are addressed by a designed ap-

proach when presented as a general solution yet motivated by more

specific concerns. This disconnect may be due to how explicitly

the authors acknowledge the variable risks different individuals

face throughout the design process. However, it is possible for

generally-scoped computational approaches to connect back to the

initial motivations of the disproportionate risk online harassment

poses to marginalized communities. For example, FilterBuddy [56],

a word filtering tool for YouTube content creators, seeks to center

the needs of minority groups by intentionally oversampling for gen-

der, racial, and sexual minorities in the formative interview study.

The evaluation and discussion of FilterBuddy are connected to their

original motivating goal, reporting participants’ remarks on the

potential for FilterBuddy to specifically aid users in marginalized

groups to collaboratively customize stronger filtering protections.

Our analysis suggests that initial motivations to prioritize the

needs of diverse and marginalized users, especially when implicit,

may not always extend to actually designing for those users. With-

out answers to these questions, we argue here that researchers

and designers may risk inadvertently producing designs that only

produce a facade of addressing the needs of the most vulnerable,

despite what we see as best intentions and thoughtful pre-design

work.

4.2 How are users’ potentially different
definitions of harassment taken into
account?

Next, we describe how users’ differing definitions of harassment

play out during system interactions. As most platforms operate

under vague, broad definitions of harassment, considering users’

potentially different definitions usually requires active user involve-

ment. Sixteen of the papers in our corpus (except [114]) describe

the mechanisms of input—the processes through which users who

experience harassment can report incidents (2A, 2B)—and themech-
anisms of classification—the processes through which these reports

are validated (2C, 2D). In most cases, the input regarding instances

of harassment is provided by the user of the tool. This mecha-

nism is enacted for users in several ways, ranging from “flagging”

in games [64–66, 88], to nominating moderators and providing

them with instructions in Squadbox [77], to directly or indirectly

configuring an automated system which classifies content as ha-

rassment [19, 52, 55, 56, 101]. Providing such mechanisms of in-
put is the first step that platforms can take to support users with

variable risks and needs; users and victims have different notions

of harassment, and therefore are likely to report different con-

tent or interactions as such. The mechanisms of classification in-

volves determiningwhether reported cases were indeed harassment.

While input regarding the occurrence of harassment is usually re-

ported at the individual user level, classification may happen at the

user level [19, 42, 52, 55, 56, 77, 88, 104], the subcommunity level

[14, 38, 58, 101], or at the overall platform level [64–66]. According

to the multi-level model of online governance by Jhaver et al. [57],

these levels map to different levels of power in online spaces.

A common approach to consider different definitions of harass-

ment for different users is by having processes to influence or con-

figure the mechanism of classification [19, 52, 55, 56, 77]. Providing

users control and configurability over what an automated system

classifies as harassment provides users with the ability to moderate

their online content based on their own subjective and variable

risk. Control and configurability also introduce transparency by

allowing the user to explore the results of different configurations.

For example, Filterbuddy [56], the word-filtering tool for Youtube,

provides curated categories of word-filters based on identity at-

tacks such as racist or sexist words that can be imported by the

users. Users can manually create their own word-filter category,

supporting user configuration of the automated classification sys-

tem. Similarly, Sig [52], a tool that highlights Twitter profiles if they
have a history of tweeting toxic content or misinformation, allows

the user to set thresholds for the frequency of such tweets; pro-

files whose tweet history exceeds these thresholds will be flagged.

Supporting users through configurability is perhaps taken to its

most extreme by Mahar et al. [77] who design Squadbox using the

principle “everything should be an option.” These tools find the

right balance of automated classification to handle challenges of

scale, providing user agency over how the automated classification

systemmakes decisions and transparency over the decision-making

system. These approaches can shift the mechanism of classification
from the top-level to the user or a sub-community level, reducing

the distance between the two mechanisms (2E), and making the

two mechanisms closely aligned insofar as sharing similar notions

of harassment (2F). However, such configurable systems should

be designed with care and caution as offering configurability can

end up being a method that facilitates generalizability instead of

a method that centers the needs of the most vulnerable. Here, we

note that FilterBuddy’s strategy of offering customization to end

users is common in other ‘general’ computational approaches (such

as Chandrasekharan et al. [19], Mahar et al. [77]) seeking to meet

the diverse needs of potentially very different users. FilterBuddy’s
success in fulfilling its motivating framing comes through attending

to how identity shapes experiences of harassment and reflections

on how their work connects to this point—rather than from the fact

that FilterBuddy itself offers user configuration or customization.

There were also examples of approaches other than configura-

bility for successfully incorporating subjective definitions’ of ha-

rassment. Take, for instance, the work of Brewer et al. [14], who

allow the GLHF pledge-takers to report perceived violators and

provide opinions on how the moderators ought to react through
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an online form. Many of these reports provided necessary context

and nuanced opinions on how the offender should be punished. As

another example, Twitter blocklists [38, 58] allow users to subscribe

and block curated lists of Twitter accounts that have engaged in

specific types of toxic behaviors online. Blocklists extend a primi-

tive mechanism of input and classification on Twitter to one that

can be deployed at scale as long as the user can find blocklists that

combat a specific type of harassment. We argue that is only possible

because the users and the moderators have a strong and shared

understanding of harassment—in other words, strong alignment

between the two mechanisms of input and classification (2F).

In systems where the two mechanisms are distant, both in terms

of the levels of online governance and transparency, this situation

may lead to users being distrustful of automated moderation ap-

proaches. This is evident in League of Legends [64–66], where users
(players) can report harassment through an in-game flagging func-
tion that sends reports to a platform-level automated moderation

system. Although players receive a notification if action was taken

against the offender based on their report, such punishment appears

rare. Most players are left uncertain whether their flags have an

effect [66]. We argue that this lack of influence on and visibility

into the classification process led to League of Legends players not

trusting flagging as a mechanism of input for reporting harassment.

Instead, players misappropriated the flag to perpetuate a culture of

toxic meritocracy [66].

4.3 How are users involved in deciding how to
address harassment?

In our corpus, we found five distinct approaches for addressing in-

stances of harassment (3A): first, punitive strategies of moderation

that punished or sanctioned bad behavior were the most common

strategies for addressing harassment, including removal or message

limiting [19, 55, 56, 88, 94], banning [65, 94], or publicly shaming

perpetrators [104]; second, distancing strategies created space be-

tween victims and (past or potential) perpetrators by constructing

barriers and partitioning online spaces. For example, labels marking

users as toxic in Sig [52], the GLHF pledge badge [14], or blocklists

on Twitter automating blocking of content from those included

on the list [38, 58], and the addition of moderation intermediaries

in Squadbox [77] jam the flow of content between potential vic-

tims and perpetrators; third, educational strategies for perpetrators

were another strategy for addressing harassment towards more

pro-social behaviors [14, 88, 94, 114]. For example, gamers who

experience online harassment can use tools designed by Reid et al.

[88] to send a message to the perpetrators to notify them of their

behaviors. Similarly, community moderators can provide a guide-

line for the perpetrators on how to regain their status after their

accounts are banned [14]. The fourth strategy is help the victims

collect and report the evidence of harm to authorities [42, 104].

For instance, the tool designed by Goyal et al. [42] can help fe-

male journalists and activists who experience online harassment

to automatically aggregate and collect evidence of online harass-

ment across different social media platforms, and directly share

this evidence with authorities. The final strategy is to provide emo-

tional or social support to the victims [88], which includes showing

them cute animal pictures, friendly messages from other players in

the game, or a voice-line to hear positive voices from the in-game

character.

Similar to our findings in §4.2, formative pre-design studies with

users often directly drew from users’ preferences for addressing

harassment to appropriate design mechanisms (3B). Still, users are

constrained by each system offering just one means of recourse.

That is, users can decide how to address harassment if the strategy

is part of the computational approach’s design. However, our corpus

suggests that the strategies across studies became meaningful ways

of addressing harassment for users because of the surrounding dy-

namics of collaboration and community building. Approaches tak-

ing a punitive strategy both operated within community spaces and

generated collaboration among individual users: after deploying

FilterBuddy [56], the filtering tool for video comment moderation

among content creators on YouTube, participants “were keen to

engage in community building with other creators by leveraging

the sharing feature” and expressed interesting collaborating with

other users in their filtering work. Users of Unmochon Sultana et al.

[104] similarly saw their public shaming of their harassers as an act

of warning others, specifically shaming within an online commu-

nity space (Facebook Group). Strategic creation of space between

victims and perpetrators often emerged from existing relationships

and communities, such as the construction and deployment of

blocklists, which are “embedded in and emerge from counterpublic

communities” [38], or the friends-as-moderators model for creating

a protective barrier for victims in Squadbox [77]. Meanwhile, the

strategy of educating perpetrators and providing social support

was tightly tied to notions of pro-social efforts to build commu-

nity (sometimes in a more literal sense of online communities). For

example, in Brewer et al. [14], authors found that by adopting an

“empathetic and educational stance towards even the most serious

offenders”, many ex-harassers followed the feedback they received

about their behavior to get their badge back and reintegrate them-

selves into the “safe space” communities.

Together, the role of community in making strategies more mean-

ingful ways to address harassment emphasizes the social nature of

online harassment that makes purely technological solutions inade-

quate. The papers describe how community-building approaches to

addressing harassment support the capacity for fostering collective

action that can produce meaningful tools for users (such as the

creation of tools such as blocklists [38, 56] and sharing of filtering

strategies in [56]) and for social support and creating safe spaces

(such as via the GLHF pledge [14] or the Unmochon community

[104]). Alone, each strategy (punitive, space, educational) clearly

articulates how an individual case of online harassment might be

dealt with. However, the various ways that the community is im-

plicated in, emerges from, and transforms how these strategies

become useful points to a need to move away from thinking of

cases of online harassment as individualized. In turn, it suggests

that such communal spaces are arenas where users can build out

sociotechnical interventions for how they want to see harassment

addressed.

5 DISCUSSION
Together, our findings underscore current and nascent patterns in

designing computational approaches to address online harassment.
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RQ1: How are the variable level 
of risks faced by different types 
of users taken into account?

(1A) Does the design of the 
computational approach 
explicitly consider users' unique 
characteristics?
 
(1B) What methods are used by 
the researchers and designers of 
the approach that enable them 
to consider users' unique 
characteristics?

Research Questions Findings Design Recommendations

1A: Most systems specifically cited concerns of 
inclusion, safety, and disproportionate harms 
faced by marginalized groups in motivating  
their work.

1B: Many studies that followed user-centered 
design principles did not explicitly discuss 
what/how the variable level of risks faced by 
marginalized groups are met by the proposed 
systems.

(1) Clearly state who the intended users 
are, their needs, and how these are related 
to the users' identities. Clearly describe 
how the designed solutions addresses 
those stated needs of marginalized groups.

(2) Clearly define how the success of 
designed systems can be measured as 
desired outcomes may vary and that 
diverse users may face new or unique 
challenges in effectively using such 
systems.

RQ2: How are users' potentially 
different definitions of 
harassment taken into account?

(2A) What is the process through 
which the systems receives input 
on harassment? 
(2B) Who is involved in 
providing this input? 
(2C) What is the process through 
which the system classifies 
whether an action or interaction 
is harassment? 
(2D) Who is involved in 
performing this classification?

2A, 2B: Includes mechanisms of input ranging 
from ``flagging'' [66, 64, 65, 88], nominating 
moderators and providing them with 
instructions in [77], directly or indirectly 
configuring an automated classfier [19, 52, 55, 56, 
101].

2C, 2D: The mechanism of classification occurs 
at the user level [19, 42, 52, 55, 56, 77, 88, 104], 
the subcommunity level [14, 39, 58, 101], or at 
the overall platform level [64, 65, 66], mapping 
to three levels of governance [57].

(1) Reduce disconnect between 
mechanisms of input and classficiation at 
the platform level. For e.g., offering users 
explicit configurability, such as setting 
acceptable levels of toxicity or defining 
what kind of content should be filtered [52, 
56].

(2) Enable the capacity for and create 
designs that shift who is engaged in 
classification, and to what extent, beyond 
the platform owners themselves. 

(3) Offer transparency ito users inputs. e.g.:  
status of reports, details on how reports are 
classified, explanations for decisions, and 
actions taken. 

RQ3: How are users involved in 
deciding how to address 
harassment?

(3A) After an interaction is 
considered harassment (or in 
violation of norms of the online 
community), what action does 
the system take against the 
content and 
perpetrator/violator?

(3B) How is the victim involved in 
determining what action should 
be taken against the 
perpetrator?

3A: Five distinct approaches for addressing 
instances of harassment:
(1) Punitive approaches [19, 55, 56, 65, 88, 95, 
104]; 
(2) Distancing strategies to create space 
between victims and perpetrators [14, 39, 52, 
  58, 77];  
(3) Educational strategies to move perpetrators 
towards more pro-social behaviors [14, 88, 95,  
114]; 
(4) Help the victims collect and report the 
evidence of harm to authorities [42, 104]; 
(5) Provide emotional or social support to the 
victims [88]

3B: Users are constrained by one means of 
recourse that each system offers, even though 
those means of recourse are informed by users’ 
preferences in formative studies.

(1) Offer alternative approaches for 
recoures, beyond punitive approaches to 
address harassment. For example, to offer 
educational opportunities to the 
offenders [14] and provide social and 
emotional support to the victims [88].

(2) Technological solutions alone may not 
be sufficient. Platforms and systems should 
build capacity for social sharing, 
collaboration, and community to address 
harassment. 

(3) Designers and researchers should 
adopt participatory design approaches to 
identify and explore opportunities for 
incorporating different options for 
addressing harm outside of the punitive 
into their systems. 

Table 3: Summary of findings and design recommendations

In doing so, we highlight misalignments in sufficiently meeting

the needs of victims along three key dimensions (identity, defini-

tion, and action), as well as ongoing attempts to address them. In

the following sections, we discuss challenges and opportunities in

computationally addressing online harassment from the tensions

apparent in each of the core findings.

5.1 Make explicit who and what identities are
being designed for

Prior work argues that designers of tools to combat online harass-

ment should explicitly consider how certain users’ identities might

impact their online experience [11, 55, 56, 92, 109], specifically

making calls to center the needs of the most vulnerable [11]. Our

analysis reveals that while system designers adopted user-centered

design practices to identify user needs, they often did not distin-

guish between the issues the broader public faces and those unique

to marginalized users who face a greater risk of online harassment

as their design work proceeded. While studies frequently cited the

needs of marginalized groups asmotivating their work, this primar-

ily manifested in a pool of participants for the formative study that

was relatively gender-balanced and gender-inclusive. Beyond this

step, how the resulting tool related back to the specific needs and

risks of these groups was frequently left unsaid.

In contrast, three studies in our corpus showcased the value of

explicitly looping downstream decisions, analyses, and discussion

back to the motivating goal of centering the needs of the most
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vulnerable: Unmochon, which completely focused on a specific

marginalized group to clearly delineate their needs and focus on

those needs throughout the design process; Filterbuddy, which in-

tentionally over-sampled users from marginalized groups to guide

their designwork; and a tool Goyal et al. [42] designed to specifically

support female journalists’ and activists’ needs. All three papers

clearly state who the intended users are, their needs, and
how these are related to the users’ identities. Consequently,
these systems explicitly described how their solution addresses

the specific needs of marginalized groups, thereby articulating the

values embodied by the technologies. Work in the area of critical

computing—such as reflective design [96] and value-sensitive de-

sign [36]—has long shown how accounting for the values embedded

into technologies is critical to understanding their outcomes and

effects as well as opening up new design possibilities. Similarly,

we call on future work addressing online harassment to clarify

how their resulting system relates to the core motivating value

underpinning the design work: centering the needs of the most

vulnerable. That is, future work should address how their designed

tool will impact various marginalized groups that are at greater risk

of online harassment, and connect how the features of the system

address the needs of these user groups. In doing so, such systems

can concretely advance our understanding of designing compu-

tational tools to address harassment with these groups in mind

[11, 91], as opposed to reverting to a broader and less-grounded

sense of what harassment entails.

We noted in our findings that the one reason for the disconnect

between motivation and execution may be due to the manuscript

writing process rather than the design process itself, in which case

the solution is for researchers to articulate these connections in

the manuscript explicitly. However, we also recognize that other

ethical questions underpin and may contribute to this disconnect.

For example, histories of extractive research and design work that

ultimately negatively impact communities may very reasonably

disincline communities from working closely with researchers and

designers [34, 86, 90, 110]. Moreover, researchers must remain cog-

nizant of the labor, agency, and work that the community who care

invest by participating in studies [48, 74, 91].

One promising direction our corpus points to is in offering users

explicit configurability, such as setting acceptable levels of toxicity

or defining what kind of content should be filtered [e.g. 52, 56]

to address online harassment. Configurability may allow users to

adopt the tool in ways that designers have not thought about, im-

plicitly accommodating different notions of harassment and the

variable needs of different identity groups. Because it shifts a cru-

cial point of decision-making to users, configurability in theory

offers the promise of user agency. However, current realizations

of configurable systems, such as personalized content moderation

tools [53, 54], can leave users confused as to what they are config-

uring and how that will impact the content shown on their feed

[59]. We also observed that configurability alone was not sufficient

to address the needs of the most vulnerable. As a result, there is

much room for researchers and designers to improve the user expe-

rience of configurable systems. As part of this, we note that there

is also much room to critically evaluate how users coming from

different backgrounds might variably experience or be impacted

by configurability. To this end, systems researchers and designers

will need to clearly define how the success of these systems can be

measured, considering that desired outcomes may vary and that di-

verse users may face new or unique challenges in effectively using

such systems.

5.2 Reduce the gulf between identifying and
classifying harassment

Our analysis underscores a disconnect between the users who ex-

perience and report incidents of harassment online and the actual

mechanisms that process and validate reports of harassment as

harmful cases to address, generally at the platform level. This gulf

between users and platforms as mechanisms of input (identifying

incidents) and of classification (deciding if incidents are indeed

cases of harassment) creates many paths through which context,

nuance, and understanding can be lost—in particular, through mis-

alignments between what users and platforms understand as ha-

rassment. Prior work emphasizes how such disconnects are, ulti-

mately, to the detriment of users experiencing harassment when

platform decision-making is obscure and input mechanisms are

thin [20, 57]. For instance, Crawford and Gillespie [20] highlights

how ill-implemented flagging or reporting mechanisms can serve

to protect the online platform from scrutiny over inaction towards

addressing online harassment on the platform itself.

Here, we note that a core challenge in actually closing this gulf

is the simple reality that the platforms that many tools are designed

to address harassment on are closed systems, owned by large tech

companies; many independent designers and researchers do not

have a direct say in the design of these systems, and some systems

do not offer APIs that would enable the building of tools to run

alongside them. Our work underscores that platforms should open

up these possibilities through APIs or enabling compatibility with

external tools by other means. Repeatedly, the studies in our corpus

emphasize the benefits of enabling capacity for and creating de-
signs that shift who is engaged in classification, and to what
extent, beyond the platform owners themselves. Systems such as

Sig and Crossmod, for example, introduce new input mechanisms

by having users specify thresholds or tune classifiers to proactively

catch and filter content—leveraging the APIs of Twitter and Reddit,

respectively. Meanwhile, systems such as Squadbox [77], Twitter

blocklists [38], and Filterbuddy [56] introduce new mechanisms

of classification through community-level sharing and collabora-

tion to build well-tuned parameters and lists of what counts as

harassing content. In each of these systems, the common pattern of

identification-then-classification is flipped: classification becomes

identification, where users and communities—not the platform—

define the classifications of harassment and the system then uses

their definition to accordingly identify content as harassing or not.

In light of this, researchers and designers may consider focus-

ing on the development of standalone tools that do not rely on

the platform’s API but still continue expanding on the model of

classification-as-identification noted above. For example, future

work might consider building extensions for web browsers more

generally as a point of entry to tackle issues of harassment on par-

ticular platforms that individuals use. Meanwhile, many potential

paths can be taken at the platform level similarly. For example,

platforms might make platform-level algorithmic definitions of
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harassment responsive to claims from users and communities of

what constitutes harassment, with safeguards in place for inputs

from trolls and spammers. Given that identification of harassment

is already heavily distributed to users, platforms should also cre-

ate interfaces that offer more insight to users about the status of

cases of harassment they have reported, such as visual status up-

date tools, better support for users about how cases of harassment

are in fact classified and determined, and explanations for deci-

sions about their cases. Beyond increasing user agency, reducing

the gulf between the points of identifying and classifying harass-

ment can increase users’ trust in the system through transparency,

expectation-setting, and offering a sense of control.

5.3 Provide clear and rich signals of the value of
user input

Online systems rely on user participation in order to manage and

moderate cases of online harassment because of the scale advan-

tages of distributing this labor [20, 40, 71, 72]. In our corpus, almost

all systems require user participation in one form or another to

address harassment, and we consistently found that users valued

knowing whether their participation made an impact or how their

input was received [e.g. 14]. This highlights the importance of

providing clear and rich signals of the value of user inputs
from the system in order to foster an engaged and healthy online

community.

While we observe many systems in our corpus that elicit user

input in different forms, not all provide detailed feedback to the

user about how their input will affect the system. This is evident

from cases in our corpus where distrust grows in the absence of

such feedback and affirmation of user inputs, as is clearly the case

in League of Legends [64–66]. When users who provide input re-

porting on incidences of harassment are left unclear on the impact

of their input, they may lose motivation to report instances of ha-

rassment, leave the community, or misappropriate the input tool

itself.

A broader body of literature focused on building successful on-

line communities has highlighted the advantages of creating incen-

tives and rewards of desirable contributions [67, 68]. Thus, in noting

that signals to users about their inputs matter, our work follows

prior work in advocating for clear communication to users about

how and why their participation matters for building successful

sociotechnical systems. Future work should develop designs that

transparently communicate, with precision, to users about how

their inputs are used—or not—in systems and are being acted upon

(or provide information on why no action was taken). A strong

example of doing so in our corpus is Filterbuddy [56], which gives

previews of comments that would be removed if a certain phrase is

added as a filter, providing the user real-time feedback about how

the system functions. In a similar vein, we note that future systems

can leverage preview functions or other methods of showing coun-

terfactuals of how different configurations of the system may look

to provide a rich signal to the user of how their inputs affect the

system, whether the system is able to achieve their goals, and when

the system might fail to meet their expectations or needs.

5.4 Explore different options for addressing
harassment

Most justice-seeking approaches employed by platforms involve

punitive measures such as banning the accounts of or removing

content posted by the perpetrators of an offense. Leaving aside

the effectiveness of such measures, recent work has identified that

social media users may prefer alternative approaches for recourse

that are currently not supported by online platforms Schoenebeck

et al. [92]. Yet, online platforms seem ill-equipped to transition

away from these traditional approaches to justice as currently,

there exists limited affordances within platforms to design for most

such alternative approaches of seeking justice.

Our analysis reveals examples of systems successfully adopting

alternative approaches to address harassment.Unmochon allows vic-
tims to publicly shame offenders by posting their offensivemessages

to a public Facebook group. While public shaming of perpetrators

is punitive in nature, the public Facebook group used in Unmochon
functions as a community space to air grievances and warn others

about the perpetrators — victims of harassment find this method

to be desirable, fair, and just [92]. On the other hand, Brewer et al.

[14] discuss adopting an educational stance towards users whose

AnyKey badge has been revoked for violating the GLHF pledge

by engaging in offensive online behavior and providing offenders

a pathway for redemption. In another example, Reid et al. [88]

designed a set of tools that offer victims emotional and social sup-

port, such as receiving cute animal pictures and receiving friendly

messages from other players. While all of these examples employ

starkly different strategies for enacting justice, they are bound by

a common thread of being grounded within the community and

embody values that are shared by the community.

Given the social nature of harassment, our analysis suggests

that technological solutions alone may not be sufficient. In many

cases, the studies instead emphasize the importance of communal

approaches to dealing with harassment. In light of these obser-

vations, we reiterate prior work [92] and point towards potential

opportunities in exploring alternative justice strategies for online

moderation systems. Additionally, we believe that developing
technologies and tools that build capacity for social sharing,
collaboration, and community remains an exciting opportunity

for computationally addressing harassment. Even tools such as

Squadbox, Filterbuddy, and blocklists, which employ punitive re-

course mechanisms, are embedded in social groups. Jhaver et al.

[56], for example, noted that in using the YouTube comment filter-

ing tool, users both began to build community with one another

outside of the technological limits of the tool itself and expressed

enthusiasm for collaborating with other users to improve filtering

strategies. We speculate whether participatory design approaches

may be able to help researchers identify and explore opportunities

for incorporating non-punitive options for addressing harm into

their systems.

5.5 Limitations and Future Work
Like in all reviews that use search terms, it is possible that our key-

words did not return results for relevant studies. Although we both

experimented with keywords and conducted a backward citation

search to mitigate this, we were surprised that our final corpus has
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a relatively small number of publications (17). Given our efforts,

we believe the smaller number of publications is because this re-

mains an emergent area of design and systems evaluation. We also

hypothesize that there may be private or proprietary systems that

are used by online platforms to identify and address online harass-

ment. Because these are not described or evaluated in the research

work, we have no insight into their design, victim-centeredness, or

outcomes.

We chose to trade off a potential increase in corpus size that

may have come from including AI prediction of toxicity and ha-

rassment for clarity in the analysis. In particular, our work fo-

cuses only on computationally-driven approaches which interface
with the victim as the user. This focus excludes a large body of

work on machine learning-based approaches to detect hateful or

toxic content, a widespread strategy for computationally address-

ing harm[e.g., 5, 16, 27, 81, 108, 113]. As mentioned in Methods,

we initially attempted to include these approaches to harassment

in our analysis. However, the gaps in comparing setup, methods,

and outcomes/evaluations created apples-to-oranges comparisons.

Machine-learning based approaches are developed through training

models on large datasets and evaluated by the accuracy of trained

models, while system-based approaches are developed through

design methods and evaluated by their effect on users.We acknowl-

edge that improving algorithms that identify instances of online

harassment can be a powerful approach to addressing online ha-

rassment [60].However, HCML researchers have pointed out that

even machine learning approaches that are intended to be human-

centered still risks dehumanizing victims’ experience of harm and

take away their agency and power [17]. One promising avenue

of research that builds on both Jurgens et al. [60] and Chancellor

et al. [17], as well as our work, would be to consider the extent

to which machine-learning based approaches may adapt victim-

centered principles in the design and evaluation of their models.

Evaluating the intersection of victims-centered principles and these

broader algorithmic strategies that do not directly involve victims

as users (but can have material outcomes on them), and under-

standing how we might incorporate victims-centered principles

into those strategies is a critical and exciting area of future work.

Finally, our focus on victims of online harassment as users while

evaluating existing systems means that we do not systematically

consider the role of other stakeholders, like moderators, harassers,

and bystanders. Our findings, in fact, point to the value of including

these stakeholders in design considerations–we saw systems where

friends took on key roles as moderators, where victims wanted to

see harassers informed and educated of their harms, and where

surrounding community uplifted victims and helped them process

the harassment they experienced. Future work to more compre-

hensively address online harassment will require understanding

the roles and impacts of these stakeholders on how harassment is

addressed. For example, evaluating whether and how do computa-

tional approaches take into account these various stakeholders can

unearth gaps and opportunities for designing novel mechanisms.

6 CONCLUSION
We conducted a scoping literature review to evaluate how prior

work on computational approaches to combat online harassment

take into account identity traits of their users, their varying defini-

tions of harassment and preferences for recourse after experiencing

instances of harassment. Our analysis highlights the need to ex-

plicitly account for identity characteristics during the formative

studies. We also observe a need for providing users with greater

feedback when they report instances of harassment, and shifting

or adding new mechanisms of classifications to better account for

their subjective definitions of harassment. Finally, we highlight

positive examples from our analysis on how systems leverage op-

portunities for collaboration and community-building to develop

more meaningful ways to address harassment.
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